In order to create a useful computational tool that will aid in the understanding and perhaps prevention of head injury, it is important to know the quantitative influence of the constitutive properties, geometry and model formulations of the intracranial contents upon the mechanics of a head impact event. The University College Dublin Brain Trauma Model (UCDBTM) [1] has been refined and validated against a series of cadaver tests and the influence of different model formulations has been investigated. In total six different model configurations were constructed: (i) the baseline model, (ii) a refined baseline model which explicitly differentiates between grey and white neural tissue, (iii) a model with three elements through the thickness of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) layer, (iv) a model simulating a sliding boundary, (v) a projection mesh model (which also distinguishes between neural tissue) and (vi) a morphed model. These models have been compared against cadaver tests of Trosseille [2] and of Hardy [3] . The results indicate that, despite the fundamental differences between these six model formulations, the comparisons with the experimentally measured pressures and relative displacements were largely consistent and in good agreement. These results may prove useful for those attempting to model real life accident scenarios, especially when the time to construct a patient specific model using traditional mesh generation approaches is taken into account.
INTRODUCTION
Traumatic head impact injuries occur when the human skull and brain are rapidly subjected to intolerable levels of energy. There exist many causes of neurotrauma; accidents, falls, assaults and injuries occurring during occupational, recreational and sporting activities. The relative ratio of these causes differ worldwide. While RTAs (road traffic accidents) tend to be the leading cause of injury related death, falls tend to be the leading cause of non-fatal hospitalisation [4, 5] . In Ireland, falls are the single greatest cause of hospital admissions for both males and females across most age groups, with head injuries occurring in approximately a quarter of all fall admissions [5] . In the United States, traumatic brain injury results in over 50 thousand fatalities and nearly one million injuries each year. Motor-vehicle crashes are the most common cause of brain injury. Since the introduction of automotive restraint systems such as airbags used in conjunction with seat belts, many forms of injury have been reduced, including brain injury. However, it has not been eliminated as an automotive-related injury and head injuries continue to be sustained by cyclists, pedestrians and motorcyclists.
Much of what is known about brain injury mechanisms in living humans has been as a result of experimental studies. Tests have included physical models, human cadavers and both anaesthetised and cadaveric animals. Experiments conducted on living humans have defined the response of the head to non-injurious impact [6] . Human cadaver experiments have the advantage of accurate anatomy, but the limitation of not properly representing the physiology of the living human (although attempts have been made to simulate vascular lesions by pressurising the vascular system prior to impacting cadaver heads). On the other hand the anaesthetised animal is a living subject but differs anatomically from the human. Highly Influence of FE model variability in predicting brain motion and intracranial pressure changes in head impact simulations sophisticated experimental techniques have been developed in the course of animal-based head injury studies. Although the anatomical differences are least in the non-human primate, the smaller size of the monkey skull and brain introduce problems of dimensional scaling when attempting to relate associated results to the living human. Experiments have been conducted on physical models of the brain and have included measurements of strain. These were recorded by measuring the distortion of an impregnated grid or by using photoelastic techniques, in accelerated gel-filled containers (eg. [7, 8] ).
Ward and Thompson [9] suggested that the relative motion between the brain and skull could explain many types of brain injury such as intracerebral haematomas, which are principally due to rupture of bridging veins. Since the skull and brain are of different densities and the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) surrounds the brain, the brain can move relative to the skull during a blunt impact event causing contusions, intracerebral bruises and contrecoup lesions [10] . Bandak [11] categorized this type of "Relative Motion Brain Injury" as a class of focal injuries caused by the tangential motion of the brain relative to the skull, resulting in some classes of focal contusions or blood vessel rupture.
Brain movement within an externally loaded skull poses a complex three-dimensional dynamic boundary value problem. With the rapid advances in computer technology, sophisticated computer models of the head can provide useful information in the investigation of neurotrauma due to impact. The internal biomechanical responses of the brain cannot be completely measured by experimental techniques without introducing large complexity and/or cost, and so finite element (FE) models may be used to study impact events. Moreover, they reduce the need to conduct a large number of experimental tests. In particular, a FE model that describes in detail the complex geometry and the multiple material compositions of the brain can be used to calculate internal stress, strain and pressure at all locations and at any given instant during an impact [12] . Results from such a model can be used to relate the severity and extent of pathophysiological changes and/or structural failure to the magnitudes and directions of input mechanical variables. These models, if validated rigorously, can be used to design countermeasures to mitigate brain injuries in the future.
Only 3D FE models of the human head are suitable for simulating most impact and inertial load analyses. Due to the low shear resistance and large bulk modulus of the intracranial contents, material exchange between regions is likely to occur (CSF, foramen magnum etc.), when the head is subjected to large deformations. This can only be described using 3D models [13] . However, 2D models are useful for parametric studies of controlled planar motions. Also, 2D models simplify the inclusion of geometrical details compared to a corresponding 3D model (for example [14, 15] ). Many attempts have been made over the past thirty years to model the human head in three dimensions by finite element analysis. Shugar [16] developed a 3D model of the skull in 1975 and described its method of construction and limitations. Hosey and Liu [17] constructed a model which included all the main anatomical features of the head, albeit in a coarse mesh. The model was subjected to a sagittal impact and it was found that pressure varied linearly across the model, with positive pressure at the coup side, and negative pressure at the contre-coup, with a point of zero pressure over the anterior of the foramen magnum. Ward [18] constructed a physically accurate brain model which included the membranes and the CSF. The skull was not included and instead was modeled by a boundary condition. Major findings were that the internal folds of the dura influenced the response and he postulated that high normal stresses cause serious brain injury, and that combined tension and shear stresses produce subarachnoid haemorrhage. Ruan [19] constructed a detailed 3D model of the head which is still being used a decade later. The model was subjected to frontal, side, and occipital impacts. He found that viscoelasticity had no significance on the pressure response in short duration frontal impacts, and that impactor velocity had more effect than impactor mass. DiMasi [20] created a model which included a skull and brain with simplified shape. That work concluded that there exists higher shear strain for windshield impact compared with A-pillar impact. Khalil and Viano [21] and Voo et al., [22] have reviewed these older models. More recently, Claessens [23] constructed a model and used it for parametric tests. Zhou [24] showed that differentiation between gray and white matter and inclusion of the ventricles (the regions were constructed manually slice by slice in his model) are necessary to match regions of high shear stress to locations of DAI. This model was later updated and further tested by Al-Bsharat [25] . Kang et al. [26] constructed a 3D model of the head and validated it against the three cadaver tests of Nahum [33] , Trosseille [2] and Yoganandan [27] and included a fracture criterion in their model. This model was further tested against motorcycle accident cases. These and some others have been reviewed by Kleiven [13] who constructed a 3D model and related injury to both brain and head size. Zhang et al. [12] at Wayne State University have constructed what is currently the highest density mesh which also has a detailed facial structure. Of all the aforementioned models, only those of Al-Bsharat [25] , Kleiven [13] and Zhang [12] have been compared to the relative displacement data of Hardy [3] .
With regard to the particular methods used to construct the various finite element models, Bandak [29] and Krabbel et al. [30] developed procedures for generating a detailed FE model of the human skull from CT scan images. Both suffered somewhat with problems in creating a wellconditioned element mesh. Kumaresan et al. [31] used the upper limits of the landmark coordinates of the external geometry of a dummy head and divided the head into 33 layers in the horizontal plane. Horgan and Gilchrist [1] showed a number of sections through the contours of the Figure 1 , using anatomical data from [32] . The model contains both shell and solid elements, all of which are hexahedral and not tetrahedral. When constructing the model, emphasis was placed on element quality and ease of mesh generation, as this has proved to be a difficulty in other models. The model was validated against the pressure response of Nahum's [33] cadaveric impact test. A parametric study was also performed on the material properties of the intracranial contents for the same cadaver test. It was found that the short-term shear modulus of the brain and the bulk modulus of the CSF had the greatest effect on the pressure response. The effect of skull topology, CSF depth and overall model weight were also investigated and it was found that careful consideration of each is required when attempting to predict the intracranial pressure response.
Clearly, significant effort in using 3D FE models to simulate head impact injury has taken place in the past three decades. None of these models represent the true physiological and anatomical details of the head. All involve various simplifying assumptions concerning geometry, boundary and loading conditions, constitutive properties and element formulations. For example, should linear or higher order shell or solid elements be used, is it necessary to consider the influence of the scalp, face or pia in predicting the occurrence of an injury, or how can the CSF be modelled most simply? To date, no research effort has attempted to establish the consequences of such widely different levels of simplification. Similarly, no in-depth comparison has yet been made of the predictions obtained by a number of these different models when simulating even the simplest of impact cases. This paper attempts to address this knowledge deficit: variations of the baseline UCDBTM are analysed and the different predictions compared against experimental measurements of intracranial pressure and brain motion. The results of this investigation serve to clarify the degree of complexity required in 3D FE models when simulating brain trauma.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE FE VARIATIONS

Baseline Model
This model has been described in detail elsewhere [1] and is shown in Figure 1 . The baseline model includes the cerebrum, cerebellum and brainstem, intracranial membranes (falx and tentorium), pia, cerebrospinal fluid layer (CSF), dura, a varying thickness three-layered skull (cortical and trabecular bone layers), scalp and the facial bone. 7,318 hexahedral elements represent the brain and 2,874 hexahedral elements represent the CSF layer with one element through the thickness.
Sliding Boundary Model
A model was built with a sliding boundary between the pia and the CSF layer. The ABAQUS algorithm allows no separation of the contacting pia and CSF layers and thus prevents the formation of a gap at the CSF-cerebrum interface. Considering the effect of fibrous trabaculae and the fluid nature of the CSF, material properties assumed for the solid elements which were used for the CSF were the bulk modulus of water and a very low shear modulus. For all the sliding interfaces a friction coefficient of 0.2 was used, as proposed by Miller et al. [34] . The CSF which exists between the falx and the brain, and between the tentorium and cerebrum/cerebellum was also included using the same type of fluid-structure contact algorithm.
Grey-White-Ventricular Matter Model (GWV Model)
The physiological accuracy of the baseline UCDBTM was refined by explicitly distinguishing between grey matter, white matter and the ventricles. Hexahedral meshing along the boundaries of such regions would require an unnecessary mesh development effort and the distinction between these types of neural tissue was conveniently made by modifying the baseline finite element mesh in such a way that elements were assigned material properties appropriate to these corresponding regions of the cerebrum.
In a method similar to that described in [35] , the MRI scans of the head were registered with the cerebral elements in space using a purpose-written program created in MATLAB [36] . Each element then performed a global search to find the MRI voxels in its vicinity, and then performed a more detailed local search to discover exactly what elements were contained within its volume. Any hexahedron element, which is the only type of solid element used in the UCDBTM, can be decomposed into tetrahedrons. If there is a positive volume for each and every tetrahedron formed by the vertices of the triangles formed on the facets of a given hexahedron element and the centroid of a given voxel, then that voxel is fully contained within the hexahedron element. Once it is known which voxels are contained within a given hexahedron element, the intensity of the voxels is averaged. Based on predefined thresholds, the element is then assigned the properties of grey, white or ventricular (CSF) matter as shown in Figure 2 .
3-element CSF Model
It was decided to construct a model that represented a layer of fluid between two surfaces different from a sliding or a tied boundary. Instead, a model was developed to consist of three elements through the CSF layer, the outer nodes being tied to the skull and brain. In this way the 'no-slip' condition of fluid mechanics could be met. Because of the small size of the associated elements, it was decided to use a slightly deeper fluid element model which was developed previously [1] . It was also necessary to use an adaptive meshing algorithm for the CSF layer instead of a purely Lagrangian FE approach so as to maintain element quality. In this formulation, the CSF layer was continually smoothed during the impact simulations, moving the nodes to maintain element quality while mapping the solution from the old mesh positions to the new optimised ones. Figure 4 shows a close up of a cutaway section of the 3-element CSF model near the tentorium. This type of analysis was proposed by Van Hoof et al., [37] , who also mentioned that the ALE formulation could be used to more accurately model the foramen magnum.
Problems arose when attempts were made to define an Eulerian boundary condition at the foramen. Namely, every Figure 2 The basis upon which the purpose-written MATLAB program works involves two steps to assign specific material properties to the elements of the cerebrum. The MRI voxels and finite elements within the FE model are registered to occupy the same space. Each element identifies which voxels are contained within its six faces. By an appropriate choice of threshold values of voxel intensities, the element is assigned the constitutive properties for grey, white or ventricular matter, although the MATLAB program can assign intermediate properties to each element uniquely. node at the foramen magnum, which is the exit of the system, must have its path defined. This required the definition of a very large number of separate amplitude curves for the ABAQUS input deck. Also, at the time of writing, it was not possible for both the brain stem, and fluid around it, to have an Eulerian exit. As a consequence during the analysis, nodes at the exit were moving in a Lagrangian sense out of the system (nodes and material leaving the system) and in an Eulerian sense (nodes remained planar, while material was leaving the system). Element distortion at the intersection, in the region of the foramen, eventually became too high and the analysis failed.
Projection Mesh Model
If a regular square grid is deformed in such a way as to form a circle ( Figure 5 ), it would produce 4 elements, corresponding to the four corners of the block, which are highly distorted. As the mesh density of the circle is increased, the internal angle of these elements approaches 180 degrees. These and adjacent elements will be illconditioned and this is particularly problematic for analyses where the outer regions are of greatest interest and where numerical accuracy is required to be highest. An alternative mesh generation scheme, referred to as the projection mesh method, does not involve this distortion of a square mesh. Instead, as shown in Figure 5 (b), the corners of an undistorted square mesh locate the origin of projection lines which radiate outwards to the boundary of a circular shape (spherical in 3D). These projected lines, in turn, define the edges of rows of quadrilateral elements (hexahedral in 3D). Because of the definite change in mesh structure at the boundary of the square, the quality of the elements in the projection region will not degrade further, regardless of how refined the mesh density is made. This technique of meshing curved objects using multiple blocks is commonly used. The 3D analogue of the circle is the sphere. Figure 5 (c) shows how a single cube lying at the centre of a spherical object can be used to construct a 3D mesh via the projection mesh method. Six more blocks, each extruding from one of the 6 faces of the centre cube complete the sphere [38] . Figure 6 explains a set of rules that can be followed to formalise this process. Figure 7 compares the element shapes of the projection mesh and baseline models in part of the occipital lobe. The more regularly shaped elements of the projection mesh model are evident throughout the region whilst elements in the baseline model are not as well-conditioned and have high internal angles and aspect ratios close to the outside. Table 1 quantifies the relative percentage of poorly-conditioned elements in each mesh. Fewer elements of poor quality exist in the projection mesh model than in the baseline UCDBTM and these poor elements are away from the brain-skull interface whereas they are closest to this critical interface in the baseline model. In the regions Figure 5 The swept mesh method (a) is simple to implement but will not be numerically well-conditioned if only quadrilateral elements are used. The projection mesh method involves two meshing steps but combines good element quality throughout the resulting mesh with the complete use of quadrilateral (b) and hexahedral elements (c). Images courtesy of the TrueGrid homepage [38] . Figure 6 How to change or convert a swept mesh into a projection mesh.
Rule 1: Normal curves to be constructed from edges of original swept mesh, at a distance user picks -must be sufficient to give room for inner block, and maintain even mesh density as much as possible. A further advantage of the projection mesh model is that its element density can be increased to any desired level without loss of element quality; a corresponding increase in element density of the baseline model would reduce the mesh quality at the outer sides of the brain. The implications for future modelling activity is that the very large mesh densities that are required to properly simulate the propagation of compressive waves of ballistic impacts using explicit finite element solvers (elements of order 50 µm in size [39]) will most likely be developed via projection mesh methods. Longer duration impact events (falls, pedestrian and RTAs) do not require meshes of such high element density.
Morphed model
It was of interest to see how the pressure and displacements of the FE model would change if a different intracranial space (other than that of the visible male's) was modelled. Creation of another entire head FE model, even with knowledge of where the decomposition sections should be [1] , was deemed outside the scope of this work. Instead the feasibility of morphing our existing model to that of another head to some degree was investigated. The method of the thin plate splines was employed. This has the basis that a plate with isotropic properties (eg. Steel) can be morphed to fit a homologous shape (a shape that can be formed from the original without joining, crossing or tearing the original shape) by means of applying forces and constraints to 'bend' the plate to the new desired shape. Instead of writing a program to perform this morphing, a combination of the Patran [40] and ABAQUS [41] software was used instead to force the model into reshaping.
A coarse mesh was constructed on the baseline model (Figure 8 (a) and (b)) and this was then warped (simple scaling in the X, Y and Z domains) to fit the global x, y and z dimensions of a new skull [42] . Vectors were constructed by picking points on the coarse grid and their matching landmark point on the new skull (visually, Figure  8 (c)), until every point on the coarse grid had a displacement vector associated with it. A static displacement analysis, using all of these displacement vectors as input, was then carried out on this coarse grid (giving it isotropic Figure 7 Comparison of element quality in projection mesh model (left) with baseline model (right). Note the large internal angles in the outer elements of the baseline model as compared to those in the projection mesh model. Figure 8 Steps used to make the morphed model. A coarse grid (b) was constructed on the original model (a). A discrete field of displacement vectors was then applied to every node of this coarse grid (half of which are visible in (c)), and this field was converted into a continuous field in order to create (d). The morphed model is of Van Lierde and Vander Sloten [42] while the original model is of the visible male [32] . properties) and the results were read into MSC/Patran [40] . Patran was then capable of converting the resultant vector plot into a continuous spatial displacement field. This new continuous displacement field was then applied to the projection mesh model at the dura and a new static displacement analysis was carried out on the entire projection mesh model (again giving all elements identical isotropic properties). This then forced the intracranial shape to move from its original state to match that of the new intracranial shape. Finally these new analysis results were read into Patran once again and another utility was invoked to move the original nodal positions, strain free, to those of the deformed positions (Figure 8(d) ).
Constitutive property assignment
The baseline model was previously validated against the pressure information of the cadaver test of Nahum and has been discussed previously [1] . It was noted before that changes in intracranial properties affected different simulation results using this model by different amounts. The material properties used in this present paper are presented in Table 2 . Models which do not have the cerebrum sectioned into different materials use the same material properties as in our earlier publication (those of Mendis [43] ), and those that are differentiated use the softer properties that are currently being used by Wayne State University [12] , which were chosen for comparison and because they are the latest available properties for these regions.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Predictions of intracranial pressure during impact
The baseline and five variant FE models were used to simulate Trosseille's cadaver impact test [2] . The mechanics of this experiment were more complicated than the cadaver test of Nahum [33] , which had been used previously to validate the baseline model [1] . Unlike Nahum's test, where the line of action of the impact passed through the center of mass of the cadaver head, Trosseille's test involved both rotational and translational acceleration components. This experiment was designed to replicate head impact against the steering wheel of a car. The cadavers were unembalmed and the brain was re-pressurised. A 12-accelerometer array was screwed into the skull in the occipital region to measure the entire 3D kinematics of the head. Miniature pressure transducers were placed in the subarachnoid space and in the ventricular system to measure intracranial and ventricular pressures. The cadavers were suspended in a sitting position and were impacted by a 23.4 kg impactor at a velocity of 7 m/s in the antero-posterior direction, in the facial region. For the present simulation, experimental results from Test No. MS 428_2 [44] were made available. These data included histories of the three translational and three rotational acceleration components at the center of gravity (CG) of the head, intracranial pressures measured in the frontal and occipital lobes, and ventricular pressures in the lateral and third ventricles. This impact situation was conveniently simulated with the present finite element models by applying the six time varying components of the linear and angular velocity measured experimentally to the FE models (up to 35 ms of the recorded data). The predicted intracranial pressures in the frontal and occipital regions as well as the ventricular pressures in the lateral and third ventricles predicted by the model were compared with those obtained experimentally to validate the model. Figures 9 and 10 compare the experimental and simulated frontal and occipital pressures while Figure 11 compares the pressure at the lateral ventricle (baseline and GWV models only). General shape trends and duration of the pressure pulses agree while the magnitudes differ, especially in the case of the occipital lobe. In some analyses there exists an initial oscillation before the maximum pressure is reached. The reason for this is due to slight differences in shapes of the models, the longer and flatter models producing more of this initial peak, especially in the case of the morphed model. Apart from the sliding boundary model, all remaining models underestimate the frontal pressure, and overestimate the occipital pressure. This trend, was not observed in the earlier comparison against the simpler cadaver experiment of Nahum. This behaviour was also noted by Willinger et al [45] . The sliding model exhibits a similar frontal pressure, but this is most likely due to the contact formulation in this area.
All models demonstrate similar pressure responses; with only some effect being noticed for different fluid layer constructions -the 3 element CSF model and the sliding boundary model having somewhat higher frontal pressure traces. Some difference is also seen for the morphed model. This is believed to be mainly due to the longitudinal axis of the head -the morphed model being slightly 'flatter' than the baseline model. Even when comparing the pressure at the lateral ventricle, the baseline model and the GWV model (the properties of which are different in this region) predict quite similar values.
Predictions of brain displacement during impact
Experimental data from recent cadaver head impact experiments of Hardy and Kleiven provided vectorised information on the motion of different regions of the brain during impact [3, 46] . In Hardy's experiment, two sets of neutral density targets with approximately the same density as brain were inserted in two vertical columns into the brain. The cadaver head was impacted and the positions of the targets were tracked during the impact event. These position vectors were then converted into a moving coordinate system so as to determine the relative displacement of the targets with respect to the skull. In order to compare the predictions of the UCDBTM against this displacement data, the six experimentally measured velocity components were applied to the CG of the model. The assumption of a rigid skull was necessary in order to satisfy the rigid body criteria used to obtain the six acceleration components. By assuming that the CG of the FE model was coincident with that of the cadaver head, the kinematics of the FE head would be exactly the same as those of the cadaver head for any given impact [12] . The displacements were measured in a coordinate system fixed to the head as shown in Figure 12 , which shows the comparison between the experimental relative displacements (projected onto the X-Z plane) and those predicted numerically by the UCDBTM. For ease of viewing, results in Figure 12 show only the results of the GWV model. This model had slightly more brain motion and more accurately reproduced the experimental traces than the baseline model, in particular for those of the superior markers 5, 6, 11 and 12. Figures 13, 15 and 16 show the displacements predicted by the GWV model in greater detail. Note that in the relative X and Z displacement plots of Figure 13 , the starting positions were not exactly coincident, but were adjacent. Figure 14 shows a relative displacement fringe plot indicating the amount of movement taking place in the brain relative to the moving skull. The outside of the cerebrum moves a very small amount while the core of the brain has the dominant relative motion. The remaining plots for the other 5 models are in the Appendix. Results for every model were very similar with the displacement traces sitting almost on top of each other.
CONCLUSIONS
The baseline UCDBTM has previously been validated Pressure (kPa) Figure 11 Comparison of experimental and simulated pressures at the lateral ventricle for the baseline and the GWV model. Pressure is measured at the same element for both models. Figure 12 Overview of results comparing predicted and measured brain displacements (relative to the skull). The black curves represent the experimental trace of brain motion, while the grey curves show the simulated results. The direction of motion is qualitatively predicted and, in the case of the superior markers, accurate magnitudes of direction are also predicted.
against the pressure data of Nahum. In that paper [1] tests were also carried out on the model's response using different intracranial properties and element formulations for the skull. It was seen that quite large changes in material properties could effect noticeable changes in the pressure response but larger differences in the Von-Mises response. Six different variations of the UCD Brain Trauma Model were constructed and their method of construction is reported in this paper. These were: (i) the baseline model, (ii) a model simulating a sliding boundary, (iii) a refined baseline model which explicitly differentiates between grey and white neural tissue, (iv) a model with three elements through the thickness of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) layer, (v) a projection mesh model (which also distinguishes between neural tissue) and (vi) a morphed model. These six variant models were compared against two cadaveric tests: one to measure the variation of intracranial pressure during impact and the second to measure the motion of the brain relative to the skull during impact. The following conclusions can be drawn: Figure 14 Still from GWV model at 26 ms during Hardy impact simulation (time chosen to match that of the first peak motion seen in the experimental motion shown in Figure 15 ). Image shows a fringe plot of the relative displacements (in metres) of brain elements with respect to the skull. The greatest relative motion is towards the interior of the cerebrum, while the outside region moves essentially in unison with the skull. 
Figure 15
Comparison of the simulated relative displacements against the data of Hardy et. al. [3] for the GWV model. Displacements here are in the local X direction. The accuracy of the more inferior markers (1-4, 7-10) is poorer than those of the superior markers (5, 6, 11 and 12) , where more simulated brain motion takes place. • All six models were compared against test MS428-2 of Trosseille's cadaveric test, where the variation of intracranial pressure during impact was recorded. Little evident difference was noted when the models were compared against the intracranial pressure. Even in the case where the finite element model distinguishes between the grey, white and ventricular matter the results were consistently similar. The most notable difference was observed when comparing the sliding boundary model's pressure response, though this is more likely to be due to the penalty contact formulation used. Some difference was noticed in the case of the morphed model. Whether this was more due to the major and minor axes of the head (anterior-posterior lengths etc.) or to the subtle differences in shape requires further investigation.
• The six models were also compared against test C383-T4 of Hardy et al.'s cadaveric test, where the variation of the motion of the brain relative to the skull during impact was measured. Again little evident difference was noted when the models were compared against the relative motion data. This would seem to indicate that the advancements on the baseline model may not have improved its prediction capabilities, and as a corollary, a model with the attributes of the baseline model may suffice when modelling brain injury.
In the case of the models which distinguish between different types of neural tissue, it is likely that more elements would be required to gain full advantage of the automated material reassignment program. Alternatively, a simpler representation of the ventricles, which could have more clearly defined meshed boundaries with the neural tissue, would present more of a useful improvement. That system may give further insight about stress distribution around the horns of the ventricles under impact and the subsequent likelihood of diffuse axonal injury, such as presented in [15] . Also, further information may be gained as to the models' relative differences if softer material properties were used as suggested and implemented in [47] , as any differences between models too small to see here, would become magnified (equivalent initial Young's modulus for the hyperelastic model would be similar to that of the GWV models' for this paper). The brain motion data of Hardy is the most recent and most advanced cadaver data against which computational models can be compared. Various hypotheses exist for the mechanisms of brain injury including strain [47, 48] , strain rate [49] , Von-Mises stress [44, 50] and the product of strain and strain rate [51] . Predictive finite element models must give greater emphasis to accurately predicting other engineering values as well as pressure (e.g., relative skull/brain motion). 
